Searching for objects amongst clutter is a key ability of visual systems. Speed and accuracy are often crucial: how can the visual system trade off these competing quantities for optimal performance in different tasks? How does the trade-off depend on target appearance and scene complexity? We show that the optimal tradeoff strategy may be cast as the solution to a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) and computed by a dynamic programming procedure. However, this procedure is computationally intensive when the visual scene becomes too cluttered. Therefore, we also conjecture an optimal strategy that scales to large number of clutters. Our conjecture applies to homogeneous visual search and for a special case of heterogenous search where the signal-to-noise ratio differs across location. Using the conjecture we show that two existing decision mechanisms for analyzing human data, namely diffusion-to-bound and maximum-of-output, are sub-optimal; the optimal strategy instead employs two scaled diffusions.
Introduction
One of the most useful functions of the visual system is searching for things: food, mates, threats. This is a difficult task: the relevant objects, whose appearance may not be entirely known in advance, are often embedded in irrelevant clutter. Furthermore, time is of the essence: the ability to detect quickly objects of interest is an evolutionary advantage. Speed comes at the cost of making mistakes. Shorter decision times imply collecting less signal, and expose the animal to detection errors. Thus, it is critical that each piece of sensory information is used efficiently to produce a decision in the shortest amount of time while maintaining the probability of errors within an acceptable limit. However, an ideal observer that describes the optimal trade-off between visual search speed (or response time (RT)) and error rate (ER) has not yet been proposed. By "optimal" we mean that the observer achieves the lowest expected RT among any alternative model with the same ER. Equivalently an ideal observer is the most accurate among all other models of the same speed.
Current visual search models fall into two categories. The first category is phenomenological, e.g. diffusion-to-bounds [1] and competitive accumulators [2] . Such models characterize well the RT versus ER trade-off in humans, but shed little light on optimality. Models of the second category, the ideal observers [3] [4] [5] [6] , are optimal but limited only to search tasks with fixed display times. We are interested in ideal observers with unconstrained viewing times, which must solve optimally both the problem of how to accumulate evidence (for accuracy) and when to terminate the search (for speed).
One aspect that complicates the ideal observer analysis is that visual search tasks display great variability: the search could be homogeneous, where target and distractor appearances are known in advance and identical across locations, or heterogeneous, where some display properties are unknown and/or distinct across locations. Due to this variability, the corresponding ideal observers are often computationally intensive or even intractable. Despite the challenge we make process in three directions. First, we propose a Bayesian framework that describes a lossless evidence accumulation procedure for homogeneous and heterogeneous search problems. Second, we describe a computational solution of ideal observers for visual search that is feasible for small set-sizes (number of search locations), and conjecture an efficient, analytical solution for arbitrary set-sizes. Last, we show that most current visual search models are sub-optimal. To our knowledge, our model is the first that can assess the optimality of existing search models and humans. Moreover, our model characterizes the ER versus RT tradeoff as a function of main parameters that affect search difficulty (e.g. the distinctiveness of the target against the background clutter, the complexity of the image) as well as the degree of uncertainty in these parameters (e.g. varying image complexity from trial to trial).
Our work differs from previous ideal observer analyses in three aspects. First, we address the problem of finding the optimal time of decision, whereas most ideal observers based on signal detection theory [3] [4] [5] [6] do not. Second, while ideal observers have been developed for discrimination [7, 8] , search is inherently more difficult: input observations in visual search are high-dimensional, and lossless evidence accumulation occurs both locally at each display location and globally across the visual field. In addition, the state space for characterizing the optimal decision strategy is also high dimensional, which makes numerical solvers [9] for the ideal observer impractical and necessitates an analytical solution. Last, we do not model eye-movement, and focus instead on the simpler problem where the observer fixates at all times. This design choice reduces the dimensionality of the optimal decision strategy to a level where an exact solution is tractable. In comparison, models involving eye-movements [10, 11] suffer from the curse of dimensionality and thus are rarely optimal under our definition.
Results

Optimal evidence accumulation
Given sequential observations, an ideal observer is a model that achieves the best ER versus RT trade-off. The ideal observer consists of two components: a process to compute the posterior belief of "relevant" (discussed later) variables from the observations, and a process to decide when to stop making new observations. This section is about the first component. We start with existing theories on visual discrimination and homogeneous visual search, and extend them to account for general heterogeneous visual search.
Review of visual discrimination
We first review optimal evidence accumulation for visual discrimination. The stimulus is a single display item, either a distractor (denoted by C " 0 where C is the stimulus class) or a target (C " 1). The longer the stimulus is displayed, the more evidence an observer has to assess the target class. In this section we assume the display time is fixed, and the goal is to maximize accuracy given all available evidence. We assume that display items differ in a single attribute Y . For simplicity, throughout this paper we assume that the items are tilted bars, and the characteristic attribute is orientation (see Figure. 1(a) ; the model, however, is completely general and independent of the stimulus design). Target and distractor orientations can take values from two sets Θ 1 and Θ 0 , respectively. For example, Θ 1 " t30˝, 10˝u, Θ 0 " t20˝u means that the distractor is 20˝and the difference between target and distractor orientations (target contrast) is˘10˝.
The observer receives observation Xptq that grows over time, and we can compute the log likelihood for each stimulus orientation L θ pXptqq △ " log P pXptq|Y " θq. For example, if the input is a gaussian random walk, then L θ pXptqq is a scaled version of the input (See Methods A.1 or [9] ). Since here we assume that the optimal length of observation is given, we omit Xptq's dependence on time and write it as X.
Bayesian inference computes the posterior belief of the stimulus class P pC|Xq. It determines the theoretical error rate: e.g. if P pC " 1|Xq " 0.99, then declaring target-present will produce a 1% error.
The posterior belief can be obtained deterministically from the log likelihood ratio S △ " log P pX|C"1q P pX|C"0q , which is given by [7] :
where |Θ 1 | and |Θ 0 | are the number of orientations in the target and the distractor set, respectively; Smax p¨q is the "softmax" function, which is the marginalization operation in log probability space: it computes the log probability of a joint event from the log probabilities of its disjoint components:
Intuitively, since the target could take one of multiple mutually exclusive orientations, softmax combines evidence from each orientation L θ pXq into the log probability for the target and for the distractor, respectively. The two log probabilities are then contrasted to yield the ratio S discrim pXq.
Review of homogeneous visual search
In visual search, there are multiple (M ) items on the display, and at most one of them can be a target. The task is to distinguish between target presence (C " 1) versus absence (C " 0). In homogeneous search both the target and distractor orientations Θ 1 " tθ T u and Θ 0 " tθ D u are distinct and unique. The log likelihood ratio is [5, 6] :
Since the target could appear at at most one location, softmax combines the local evidence at disjoint locations into a global log likelihood ratio S homo-search pXq (See [5] for derivation).
Search with unknown scene complexity or distractor type
In heterogeneous search, some search parameters (e.g. set-size, target contrast) are unknown before stimulus onset. Consequently, an ideal observer must infer these parameters on a trial-by-trial basis. We provide a general framework that encompasses the vast diversity within heterogeneous search, and a Bayesian inference procedure for lossless evidence accumulation.
To unify different heterogenous search tasks we need to define the distractor mixture φ. The distractor mixture encodes the distribution of stimulus orientation Y l at any non-target location l: φ i △ " P pY l " θ i |C l " 0q, @l. Many heterogeneous search tasks may be modeled by considering the effect of the search parameters on the distractor mixture ( Fig. 1(e) , examples below). As each search parameter setting affects the distractor mixture differently, φ is itself a random variable, with distribution P pφq, @φ P Φ. We can then specify a heterogeneous search task using the distractor mixture distribution. For example:
• Independent distractors ( Fig. 1(b) ). Consider the case where the distractor at each location is sampled independently and uniformly at random from a set of n possible values [6] (e.g. looking for a key on a desk full of different objects). Since at any non-target location, the orientation Y l could take any of the n values with probability P pY l " θ|C l " 0q " 1{n, @l, this setting can be described using only one distractor mixture Φ " tφu where φ :
(the corresponding inference [6] is thus subsumed by our analysis).
• Tied distractors (Fig. 1(c) ). Consider the case where the distractors are constrained to be identical across locations (e.g. looking for a camouflaged prey in a field of tall grass with uniform texture).
Here the distractor orientations are deterministic only given the common orientation, which is randomly chosen from n possibilities. More specifically, the distractor mixture set uses n distractor mixtures: Φ " tφ pkq u n k"1 , where each distractor mixture specifies a deterministic distribution φ pkq :
" Ipk " iq. For example, if n " 3, then Φ " tr1 0 0s, r0 1 0s, r0 0 1su. • Unknown scene complexity ( Fig. 1(d) ). In the case display items could appear at M d randomly selected locations out of a maximum of M , where M d , the set-size, is sampled uniformly from a discrete set of n values. In this case we introduce "blanks" (denoted θ H ) as a special type of distractor. Any display pattern can be treated as M d regular items and M´M d blanks 1 . Thus we 1 In this case the inference procedure is biased: the actual distribution of display locations consists of delta functions at the possible M d values, while the proposed model implies a mixture of Multinomial distributions, whose means match oneto-one the possible M d values. Thus the implied distribution is a fuzzier version of the real world, leading to conservative estimates of the log likelihood ratio. In practice, however, blank differentiation is typically instantaneous (i.e. with large diffusion slope), so the consequence of the bias is negligible.
need n distractor mixtures, each encodes a distractor probability proportional to the corresponding set-size: P pY l P Θ 0 |C l " 0q " M d {M . For example, say M " 7, and M d could be either 1 or 3, then Φ " tr1{7, 6{7s, r3{7, 4{7su.
Given the distribution of distractor mixtures P pφq, the log likelihood ratio S hetero-search is:
where (5) and Q φ pXq △ " log P pφ|Xq is the posterior belief of distractor mixture φ given observations from all locations (details later).
The log likelihood ratio expression above is obtained by nesting properly equations from before. At the highest level S hetero-search (Eq. 3) is reminiscent of S homo-search (Eq. 2). In addition, since target orientation is unknown, it must be inferred in Equation. 4 (implemented via a soft-max, as in Equation. 1). The same applies to distractor orientation, except that the uncertainty is two-fold: both the value and the distribution of distractor orientation are unknown. Hence, two soft-maxes (Eq. 5), one over the distractor orientation Y l and the other over the distractor mixture φ, are necessary.
The distractor mixture φ can be inferred using gain-control as follows:
In conclusion, heterogeneous visual search is challenging because neither the distractor orientation nor its distribution is known in advance. Fortunately, they can be inferred from evidence over the entire visual field, after which the problem reduces to the well-understood, homogeneous visual search. The proposed inference framework incorporates different heterogeneous search modalities such as mixed target type, mixed distractor type and unknown scene complexity.
Optimal decision strategy
While the log likelihood makes the best use of existing observations to minimize ER, the ideal observer also requires a stopping strategy in order to trade off RT with ER. The stopping criterion is contextsensitive: an ideal observer should discern whether a situation emphasizes urgency (e.g. competing with other predators for prey) or caution (e.g. avoiding poisonous mushrooms). One common way to capture the importance of error versus time is through a single risk function:
where D P t0, 1u is the observer's decision and T P r0 8s is the response time, respectively, of the sequential test. C time is the relative cost of time with respect to error 2 . The optimal test achieves the lowest risk among all tests. 
Time ( Figure. 1(e). The class variable C (target present or not) controls the location l T of the target (l T " 0 means target absent). l T in turn determines the item type Y l at each location. Given the item type, the observations X l are independent in space and i.i.d. in time. To perform probabilistic inference, each location computes the local log likelihood ratio Z l " log P pX l |C l "1q P pX l |C l "0q over time: (c) Z l at a distractor location, (d) Z l at the target location. Two decision strategies that make use of the probabilistic interpretation for a two-dimensional visual search problem. SPRT (e) thresholds the one-dimensional log likelihood ratio Sptq (Eq. 2), whereas the optimal (f ) uses a decision boundary in the joint space of tZ 1 , Z 2 u. Time in (e-f) is color-coded, cooler colors means earlier.
Two components are necessary to describe the optimal test: a state space Zptq over time and a decision strategy that associates each state and time with an action. One common constraint on the state space is that it must be Markov in time: Zptq must be sufficient in summarizing past observations so that given Zptq, future observations become independent from the past (see Methods A.3). Once this constraint is satisfied, the problem may be formulated as a partial observation Markov decision process (POMDP) [13] , and the optimal strategy may be solved exactly using dynamic programming.
We choose Zptq to be the collection of log likelihood ratios from all locations:
The decision strategy depends on the characteristics of the input X. We consider the most common formulation of input as a gaussian random walk at each location (e.g. [9, 12] ). The input is parameterized by the drift-rate µ C,l , which depends on the stimulus class C and the location l (Fig. 2(c-d) ). A larger driftrate difference between the two classes |µ 1,l´µ0,l | implies a higher signal-to-noise ratio, or equivalently, an easier discrimination problem at location l.
Computational solution for low-dimensional problems
The optimal decision may be computed numerically using dynamic programming [13, 14] . Define Rp Zptq, tq as the lowest total risk an observer could incur starting from Zptq at time t. The optimal risk is equivalent to Rp 0, 0q, the total risk from time 0 onwards with a flat prior. Rp Z, tq is recursively given by:
At any time t and any state Zptq, the ideal observer picks the action D P tH, 0, 1u that yields the lowest risk. If declaring target-absent, the observer makes a false rejection mistake. The false reject probability can be computed from the state Zptq and is denoted P 0 p Zptqq (see Methods A.5 and Equation 14). If waiting for more evidence, the observer trades off the cost C time δt for a new observation of duration δt, and access to the cumulative risk at t`δt.
The optimal decision strategy is defined over a M`1 dimensional state-space. The state space is separated by decision boundaries/surfaces into three different decision regions [15] . Furthermore, the recurrence equation 7 is time invariant. As a result, the optimal decision is constant in time (see [13] and Methods A.5) and the decision surfaces have M´1 dimensions. This showcases the difference between the optimal decision strategy for visual search and that for visual discrimination [7, 9] . In discrimination, knowing the target-present probability given past observation is sufficient to compute the likelihood of new observations, hence the state-space is always one-dimensional. On the contrary, visual search requires the additional knowledge of how the target-present probability breaks down to each location, hence the dimensionality of the state-space is proportional to the set-size.
Conjecture for high-dimensional problems
In homogeneous discrimination, the optimal decision strategy is given by the classical Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) [16] , which compares the instantaneous log likelihood ratio SpXptqq to a pair of constant thresholds. This strategy has been proven only asymptotically optimal [17, 18] for problems that involve multiple hypotheses, such as visual search. Nonetheless, in the case of homogeneous visual search, we conjecture that the optimal decision strategy for high-dimensional search is similar to SPRT: in fact it uses two SPRTs defined on scaled log likelihood ratios.
Conjecture 1.
(Uniform drift-rates) If all locations share the same drift-rate (µ 1,l "´µ 0,l " µ, @l), let τ`and τ´be the optimal upper and lower thresholds for visual discrimination at location l with a cost of time of C time , then the optimal decision surfaces for minimizing the risk function in Equation. 6 with the same cost of time C time are:
pa´pZ l ptq´logpMď τ´ (9) where a`and a´are unknown parameters.
Conjecture 1 states that the optimal decision strategy is to wait until either S`pXptqq ě τ`(D " 1) or S´pXptqq ď τ´(D " 0). The thresholds τ`and τ´are obtained easily by solving a one-dimensional dynamic programming problem [9] . The thresholds are chosen to guarantee asymptotic optimality. Intuitively, when there is only one location (M " 1), Conjecture. 1 reduces to SPRT, which is optimal for visual discrimination. More trickier is the asymptotic case where M ą 1 (multiple locations) but the decision is effectively reduced to concerning only one location l˚. This is when all Z l ptq's at locations l ‰ l˚become arbitrarily close to´8. i.e. when the observer has accumulated a significant amount of information to rule out location l ‰ l˚as the target location. In this case:
This case happens at location l˚with a probability of 1{M when the target is present, and a probability of 1 when absent. Hence, asymptotically the visual search problem reduces to a visual discrimination problem at location l˚with a log prior ratio of logp1{M q. The best ER vs RT trade-off is achieved when Z l˚p tq is compared against thresholds adjusted by the log prior ratio: τ``logpM q and τ´`logpM q (for proof see Methods A.4), which is exactly the asymptotic behavior of Equation. 8 and 9. Figure. 3(a-b) and Figure. 4 show excellent empirical match between the conjectured thresholds and the optimal thresholds in 2D.
Our conjecture can be extended to handle a particular heterogeneous search task where the display properties are known, but the drift-rates are different across locations. We refer to this as heterogeneous drift-rate search, to distinguish it from the much more complex heterogeneous search discussed before. For heterogeneous drift-rate search, Conjecture. 1 can be extended by introducing a correction factor for each location: Extension 2. (Non-uniform drift-rates) Let τ plq and τ plq be the upper and lower thresholds for visual discrimination with a time cost of C time at location l, define c plq " τ pMq {τ plq and c plq " τ pMq {τ plq , the optimal decision surface for visual search with the same time cost is:
The only difference from the uniform drift-rate case (Eq. 10) is that we scale the local diffusions by a location-dependent factor c plq . This factor normalizes the diffusion at each location by its relative efficiency with respect to a reference location (arbitrarily chosen to be location M ). Similar to the intuition that justifies Conjecture. 1, in the asymptotic case where only one location l˚is relevant, S`p Zptqq « τ p1q pZ l˚p tq´logpM qq{τ pl˚q . Therefore when the optimal discrimination ER vs RT tradeoff is reached at Z l˚p tq´logpM q " τ pl˚q , the visual search log likelihood ratio S`p Zptqq is at the prescribed threshold τ pMq (Eq. 10). The same argument applies to the lower threshold τ pl˚q and Equation. 11. Extension. 2 only requires solving M one-dimensional dynamic programming problems for τ plq and τ plq , which is more scalable than the optimal procedure (Eq. 7) that scales exponentially with M . Figure. 3(cd) shows that the predicted thresholds from Conjecture. 2 match the optimal thresholds from dynamic programming in 2D for a variety of costs of time and drift-rates. 
Optimality analysis of current search models
How are existing visual search models compare against the ideal observer? For fairness we compare only approaches that perform probabilistic inference on the graphical model in Figure. 2 (b). These approaches, listed below, differ only in the decision strategy [3] :
• a-SPRT (Fig. 2(f) ): our two-SPRT approach that uses two decision surfaces prescribed in Conjecture. 1 and Extension 2 to approximate the ideal observer.
• SPRT [5] (Fig. 2(e) ): a Bayesian extension of Ward's SPRT [16] into testing composite hypotheses. SPRT compares the log likelihood ratio of target-present versus target-absent Sptq (Eq. 2) against a pair of thresholds. Since the SPRT is subject to the same asymptotic analysis in Conjecture. 1, it uses the same thresholds τ´and τ`as does the a-SPRT. Essentially, SPRT is a special case of Equation. 8 and 9 where a`" a´" 1.
• SPRT-opt: the same as SPRT above except that it optimizes the upper and lower thresholds to minimize the risk function (Eq. 6). Since SPRT-opt may use different thresholds from those in The optimal and various alternative decision strategies are compared in terms of (a) the lower and (b) the upper threshold in the joint space of tZ 1 , Z 2 u. The a-SPRT thresholds are obtained from Equation. 8 and 9 with a`" 1.5 and a´" 3.9; Both SPRT and Hardmax use the optimal threshold for visual discrimination so that asymptotically they are consistent with the optimal strategy. Input to each display location has a drift-rate of˘4{sec. (c-d) Each panel shows the log likelihood ratio Sptq distribution at the time of decision under the optimal decision strategy from 1k Monte-Carlo simulations. As references, the distribution of S´when target is absent (c) and of S`when present (d) are shown. S˘is not deterministic because time is discretized in the simulation, which causes the log likelihood ratios to have finite-sized jumps. Standard deviation of the jumps are shown as another reference. Drift-rate of the observation is˘2{sec.
the regular SPRT, it may not be asymptotically optimal. However, this does not prevent SPRTopt from outperforming the regular SPRT (which is asymptotically optimal). This is because the asymptotic (i.e. long) decisions may only take up a tiny fraction of all the decisions (especially in easy tasks), and SPRT-opt may do better by focusing on the risk for shorter decisions.
• Hardmax [5, 11] : an efficient approximation to SPRT. Each location decides whether it contains a target pD l " 1q or a distractor pD l " 0q based solely on the local belief Z l ptq. The observer declares target-present when any location reports a target detection, declares target-absent when all locations report a distractor, and waits for more information otherwise. Hardmax is also a special case of Equation. 8 and 9 where a`" a´" 8.
Decision surfaces comparison. We want to see how these approaches differ from the optimal in various aspects. First, how different are their decision surfaces? In Figure. 4(a-b) , we compare them on a visual search task with two display locations where it is computationally feasible to solve for the optimal decision boundary using dynamic programming. Since the decision boundaries are constant in time, they can be visualized in the 2-D space of Z 1 and Z 2 only. Each decision boundary is of the form tpZ 1 , Z 2 q|SpZ 1 , Z 2 q " τ u, i.e. all pairs of Z 1 and Z 2 that could make the log likelihood ratio S reach a threshold of τ .
We observe that both the Hardmax and SPRT differ significantly from the optimal in terms of the decision surfaces (Fig. 4(a-b) ). SPRT is conservative, because both thresholds bend outwards with respect to the optimal thresholds, which translates to longer decision times for both target-present and targetabsent runs. Hardmax, on the other hand, is faster in declaring target-absent but slower in declaring target-present.
Can time-varying threshold make SPRT optimal? A common practice in modeling decision making in visual discrimination is to employ a time-varying threshold. Can the optimal decision mechanism for visual search also be implemented using SPRT-opt with a time-varying threshold? We reject this hypothesis by computing the Sptq distribution at the time of decision under the optimal test (Fig. 4(c-d) ). If a time-varying threshold exists on Sptq to recover the optimal strategy, the Sptq values should be unique at the time of decision. Instead, we observe a wide spread in the Sptq distribution. Therefore, Sptq is not a sufficient statistic to implement the optimal test, and SPRT is sub-optimal in visual search [16] .
Risk comparison. The decision surfaces comparison above has one caveat: we consider all places on the decision boundary where decisions could be taken, ignoring the fact that some places on the boundary are more likely to be reached than others in an actual decision task. E.g. consider Figure. 4b when the search task is easy, the diffusions when the target is present will most likely fall in the region of tZ 2 ą 0, Z 1 ! 0u and tZ 2 ! 0, Z 1 ą 0u, and rarely visit the region of tZ 1 ą 0, Z 2 ą 0u where the difference among the strategies is the most noticeable. This reasoning suggests that we should compare these strategies in terms of their actual risk value.
The risks for the strategies in a homogeneous search task are shown in Figure. 5. Hardmax and SPRT are highly sub-optimal. SPRT-opt is almost indistinguishable from a-SPRT in the low time-cost scenario, but becomes sub-optimal when the cost of time becomes very high, i.e. when the decision time is short. Although we have not yet proven that a-SPRT is optimal, it is sufficient to conclude that any model that underperforms it is sub-optimal.
In heterogeneous drift-rate search (Fig. 6) , we see that even with two display locations, both SPRT-opt and Hardmax 3 are suboptimal when the drift-rates differ significantly across locations. The sub-optimality becomes progressively more pronounced as the heterogeneity of drift-rates increases. Behaviorally, when the drift-rate heterogeneity is large, Hardmax achieves near-identical ER vs RT trade-offs at both locations, whereas SPRT-opt and a-SPRT learn to sacrifice the ER at the low drift-rate location for a faster RT overall (Fig. 6c) .
In conclusion, decision strategies employed by existing search models are sub-optimal. Hardmax, where one combines local decisions to reach a global decision, is sub-optimal in almost all scenarios. The SPRT-opt, where one executes a one-dimensional SPRT with optimized thresholds, is near-optimal in low cost, homogeneous search scenarios. When the cost of time is high and when the drift-rate is heterogeneous across locations, the SPRT-opt becomes sub-optimal, but remains similar to the optimal strategy in terms of ER and RT. Hardmax is sub-optimal in all cases. Regular SPRT is sub-optimal in the high cost scenario. SPRT-opt slightly under-performs a-SPRT in terms of the risk. a-SPRT and SPRT-opt are similar in terms of the RT during target-present (TP) and target-absent (TA), as well as the false positive rate and the false negative rate. Error bars are one standard error computed from 10k runs.
Discussion
We have described the ideal observer model to optimally trade off RT and ER in visual search. The ideal observer relies on lossless evidence accumulation and optimal decision making. We accumulate evidence according to Bayesian inference, where unknown search parameters such as set-size, target contrast and target location are marginalized out. Our model can handle a variety of heterogeneous visual search tasks by modeling the distractor mixture, which is the distribution of distractor orientations. Our model augments the basic search network proposed in [5] with a parallel, gain-control circuit that specializes in marginalizing out the distractor mixtures. While the basic search network is common to all tasks, the gain-control circuit is task dependent. This functional separation provides robustness: our model can simply adjust the distractor mixture distribution P pφq to switch between different search tasks.
We have conjectured a novel procedure, a-SPRT, to compute the optimal decision policy for highdimensional homogeneous visual search and heterogeneous drift-rate search. The a-SPRT makes use of , target-present (TP) at the location with a larger drift-rate (easy) and target-present at the hard location. Drfit-rates are (a) t˘5,˘1u{sec, (b) t˘10,˘1u{sec and (c) t˘20,˘1u{sec. One standard error in both RT and ER computed from 1k runs are shown but too small to be visible. Both SPRT-opt and Hardmax underperform the optimal test.
two one-dimensional SPRTs with different scaling factors, and with thresholds that are constant in time.
In two dimensions, the resultant decision boundary matches closely that of the optimal strategy. The conjecture is preferable over the standard dynamic programming procedure, which does not scale to high (more than three) dimensions.
Our model enables optimality analysis of humans and phenomenological models of visual search in certain conditions. We compared varies plausible decision strategies and discover that most of them are sub-optimal. While the SPRT with optimized thresholds behaves similarly as the proposed strategy in homogeneous search tasks, it is sub-optimal in search tasks where the signal-to-noise ratio is heterogeneous across locations.
We highlight several unsolved issues for future work. First, it remains an open question why the optimal decision boundaries for homogeneous search can be described by two scaled-SPRTs. Second, we do not know how the scaling factors a`and a´depend on search parameters, and therefore must search numerically for their values to minimize the risk. A better understanding is required to generalize ideal observers of visual search into greater dimensionality and heterogeneity. Third, since both SPRTopt and a-SPRT can be efficiently implemented using neural hardware [5, 19] , if Conjecture. 1 is proven true, it would imply that the computations required by the ideal observer can be carried out in cortex. Last, in light of the marked difference between alternative models and the ideal observer in the case of heterogeneous drift-rate search, it would be interesting to test subjects in this case to see which model best captures human behavior, and whether humans are indeed optimal. 
A Methods
A.1 Gaussian input
We assume that at each location, the visual system receives gaussian instantaneous observation 9 xptq. The cumulative observation at location l: X l ptq " xptq is a Gaussian random walk:
where µ θ , the slope of the random walk, depends on the stimulus orientation θ.
At any location l, both the log likelihood log P pX l |Y l " θq and the log likelihood ratio log
are linear functions of xptq. First observe that the evidence X at time t " Kδt is distributed as a gaussian:
where Const is independent of θ. Similarly,
Thus both L θ pxptqq and Z l ptq are linear in xptq. In particular we assume the slopes to be symmetrical, i.e. µ Θ1 "´µ Θ0 ą 0 (otherwise we can adjust the baseline to be pµ Θ0`µΘ1 qt{2 and make the slopes symmetrical), then Z l ptq " 2µ Θ1 xptq is directly proportional to xptq.
A.2 Bayesian inference for heterogeneous visual search
The target-present likelihood is given by marginalizing out the target location l T , distractor mixture φ, as well as the target and distractor orientations:
pP pX l |Y l qP pY l |l T , φ, C " 1qq " ÿ lT P pl T |C " 1q ÿ φ P pφqP pX lT |C lT " 1q ź l‰l P pX l |φ, C l " 0q " ÿ lT P pl T |C " 1q ÿ φ P pφq P pX lT |C lT " 1q P pX lT |φ, C lT " 0q
where P pX l |C l " 1q " ÿ θPΘ0 P pX l |Y l " θqP pθ|C l " 1q P pX l |φ, C l " 0q " ÿ θPΘ0 P pX l |Y l " θqφ θ Similarly, the target-absent likelihood is:
P pX|C " 0q " ÿ φ P pφq ź l P pX l |φ, C l " 0q
Define:
P pφ|Xq " P pφq ś l P pX l |φ, C l " 0q ř φ 1 P pφ 1 q ś l P pX l |φ 1 , C l " 0q
Then the log likelihood ratio is: log P pX|C " 1q P pX|C " 0q " log ż l P pl T " l|C " 1qP pX l |C l " 1q ż φ P pφ|Xq P pX l |φ, C l " 0q " Smax l"1,...,Mˆl og P pl T " l|C " 1q`log P pX l |C l " 1q`Smax φPΦ plog P pφ|Xq´log P pX l |φ, C l " 0qqȧ ssuming uniform prior on target locations P pl T " l|C " 1q and on target type P pY l " θ|C l " 1q: log P pX|C " 1q P pX|C " 0q " Smax pL θ pX l q`log φ θ q`log P pφ|Xq˙˙´logpM |Θ 1 |q which proves Equation 3,4 and 5.
A.3 State formulation in visual search
We have chosen the log posterior ratios at all locations: Z : Z l ptq " log P pX l |C l "1q P pX l |C l "0q , l " 1 . . . M , to be the state of our model because the resultant system is Markov: i.e. Z is a sufficient statistic to compute both the overall log likelihood ratio S homo-search and likelihood of future observations. First, as shown in [5, 6] S homo-search " log P pC " 1|Xq P pC " 0|Xq " Smax l"1...M pZ l q´logpM q Second, let ∆X " Xpt`1q´Xptq denotes new observations at all locations at time t`1, the likelihood of ∆X is obtained by marginalizing the target location l T . Denote l T " 0 the target-absent event:
P pl T " 0|Xptqq " P pC " 0|Xq " 1 1`exppS homo-search q " 1 1`ř l exppZ l q{M P pl T , l T ą 0|Xptqq " exppZ lT q{M 1`ř l exppZ l q{M For notational convenience, define Z 0 " logpM q, then the equations above simplifies to:
The posterior on l T is sufficient to compute likelihood of ∆X:
P p∆X|Xptqq " P p∆X, C " 0|Xptqq`P p∆X, C " 1|Xptqq where P p∆X, C " 0|Xptqq " P p∆X|C " 0qP pC " 0|Xptqq " P pl T " 0|Xptqq ź l P p∆X l |C l " 0q P p∆X, C " 1|Xptqq " ÿ lT P p∆X|l T qP pl T |Xptqq " ÿ lT P p∆X lT |C lT " 1q ź l‰lT P p∆X l |C l " 0qP pl T |Xptqq A.4 Translating optimal thresholds for discrimination to asymptotic thresholds for search
We discuss how to design thresholds for visual search that asymptotically achieves the best ER vs RT trade-off (as in Conjecture. 1 and Equation. 8 and 9). This is done by relating the asymptotically optimal visual search thresholds tτ vś , τ vs u to two other pairs of thresholds:
• tτ´, τ`u: the optimal thresholds for discrimination with an even prior ratio (i.e. P pC " 1q{P pC " 0q " 1)
• tτ 1 , τ 1 u: the optimal thresholds for discrimination with a biased prior ratio of 1{M .
(I) tτ vś , τ vs u " tτ 1 , τ 1 u: the asymptotic search thresholds are identical to the discrimination threshold with a 1{M prior ratio. The asymptotic case is where the locations l ‰ l˚are absolutely sure that they do not contain any target, i.e. Z l ptq Ñ´8, @l ‰ l˚. Asymptotically (i.e. after collecting a significant amount of information) this always happens when the target is absent, and happens with probability 1{M when the target is present (when l˚is the target location). Therefore, the asymptotic search problem can be reduced to a visual discrimination problem with a prior ratio of 1{M .
